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Competition between electron and hole stimulated Raman passage
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We demonstrate anelectron-hole symmetryin the method of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP!,
and point out the existence of separate electron and hole regimes in atoms and molecules. In particular, we
study hole STIRAP’s in the triplet states of N2. We show that when electron and hole STIRAP’s coexist, the
competition between them leads to a powerful method of controlling bifurcating processes in molecular
systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP! @1#,
quantum systems can be transferred from an initial stateu1&
through an intermediate stateu2& to a final stateu3&, by a
sequence of two one-photon transitions. A STIRAP ha
nearly 100% efficiency due to the presence ofdark states,
which adiabatically lead the system to the chosen final sta

The method was experimentally verified in the 1980s@2#,
and is currently being applied in a large number of dive
fields @3#, like the laser control of chemical reactions@4#,
atom optics and manipulation@5#, and molecular photoasso
ciation of ultracold atoms@6#. It may even have some bea
ing on recent photoassociation experiments in Bose-Eins
condensates@7#. Dark states are also broadly used in atom
cooling by cw fields@8# and in electro-magnetically induce
transparency@9#, recently studied for hole states@10#.

In this work, we point out that a STIRAP can have tw
forms, electron and hole, depending on whether an orbita
active in the intermediate state is empty or populated. Sin
in these two regimes the sequence of pulses is inverted
method has a fullelectron-hole symmetry. We explore quan-
tum interference resulting from competition between
electron and hole STIRAP’s.

II. ELECTRON-HOLE SYMMETRY IN STIRAP’S

In Fig. 1~a!, we present a scheme of the electron and h
STIRAP’s in a three-orbital system. The empty~full ! orbitals
are drawn with empty~full ! circles. On the left, we show a
electron STIRAP: an electron, occupying orbitalu1&, passes
through the empty orbitalu2&, ending up in an unoccupie
orbital u3&. This process is executed in a ‘‘counterintuitive
pulse ordering, in which a laser pulseA is turned on first. On
the right-hand side, we depict a hole STIRAP, where a h
residing in orbitalu3& passes through an occupied orbitalu2&
to an occupied orbitalu1&. In this case, a pulseB is turned on
first.

In this three-orbital system with one~two! electrons, the
Hilbert space is spanned by the total electronic states

u1e&5u100&, u2e&5u010&, u3e&5u001&,
~1!

u1h&5u011&, u2h&5u101&, u3h&5u110&,
1050-2947/2001/64~2!/023414~5!/$20.00 64 0234
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where theu i jk & ( i , j ,k50,1) notation displays the populatio
of orbitals u1&, u2&, and u3&, respectively. The stateu j e&
(u j h&) can be viewed as single electrons~holes!; hence the
subscripte (h). In Fig. 1~b!, we show that the two regime
are realized by transitionsu1e&→u2e&→u3e& and u3h&
→u2h&→u1h&, respectively.

We can examine a hole STIRAP using the Hamiltonia

H5(
j 51

3

\v j u j h&^ j hu1~\V12~ t !e2 iv12tu1h&^2hu1H.c.!

1~\V32~ t !e2 iv32tu3h&^2hu1H.c.!. ~2!

Here \v j are energies of the composite statesu j h&, V i j (t)
5V j i* (t)5m i j Ei j (t)/\ are time-dependent Rabi frequencie
Ei j (t) andv i j denote amplitudes and frequencies of the la
fields, which couple the statesu1h&, u3h&, and u2h& by the
dipole elementsm12 andm32.

In the presence of the laser fields, we can write the w
function of the system as

uc~ t !&5C1~ t !e2 i (v21v32D1)t u1h&1C2~ t !e2 i (v11v3)t u2h&

1C3~ t !e2 i (v11v22D3)t u3h&, ~3!

where the detunings are

D j5v j 22v j1v2 , j 51,3. ~4!

FIG. 1. ~a! Scheme of the electron and hole STIRAP’s wi
transitions shown between the orbitalsu1&→u2&→u3& and u3&
→u2&→u1&, respectively.~b! Electron and hole STIRAP as viewe
in the total electronic states. The field with the Rabi frequencyV23

(V12) is turned on first in the electron~hole! STIRAP.
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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We can evaluate the vector of slowly evolving coefficien
C(t)5(C1 ,C2 ,C3)T from the Schro¨dinger equation

Ċ~ t !52 i H~ t ! C~ t !, ~5!

where the effective Hamiltonian is

H~ t !5F D1 V12* ~ t ! 0

V12~ t ! 0 V32~ t !

0 V32* ~ t ! D3

G . ~6!

The discussion is simplest@3# when both laser pulses ar
tuned to resonance:D j50.

From the three adiabatic eigenstates of the effec
Hamiltonian@Eq. ~6!#, of particular interest is the dark sta
with a zero eigenvalue, expressed as

CD~ t !5„cosu~ t !, 0, sinu~ t !eiw(t)
…

T, ~7!

where

tanu~ t !5UV12~ t !

V32~ t !U, w~ t !5Arg
V12~ t !

V32~ t !
1p.

In the counterintuitive hole STIRAP scheme, shown in F
1, the system follows the dark stateCD(t). In this state, as
the phaseu(t) goes fromu(0)5p/2 to u(`)50, the hole
adiabatically passes from the stateu3h& to the stateu1h&.
Therefore, the electron and hole formalisms are comple
analogous.

III. ELECTRON AND HOLE STIRAP SYSTEMS

From the description in Fig. 1, we can unambiguou
decide if a particular atomic or molecular STIRAP has
electron or hole character. The classification is based
whether one or two electronsjump between the three in
volved orbitals@also see Fig. 2~a!#. This holds even if the
initial and final electronic states are the same, differing o
in their rovibronic assignments, as in molecules like N

FIG. 2. ~a! Electron~hole! STIRAP in a four-orbital system with
two electrons initially in orbitalsu1& and u2&; the relevant popula-
tion of orbitals for energy terms in N2 is also denoted. The electro
~hole! STIRAP transitions are shown by solid~dashed! arrows.~b!
An equivalent scheme, where each level corresponds to a
electron state.
02341
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SO2 @3# and benzene@11#. Practically speaking, a hole STI
RAP can be more easily realized in molecules, becaus
atoms the laser energies are required to bridge over diffe
shells, with energy differences larger than 10 eV, alm
comparable with atom ionization energies.

To be specific, we concentrate on a hole STIRAP in
N2 molecule. The assignment of the ground electronic s
X 1Sg

1 is ~1sg)2 (1su)2 (2sg)2 (2su)2 (1pu)4 (3sg)2. The
transitions we consider are between the triplet states@12,13#
A 3Su

1→B 3Pg→C 3Pu , whose valence assignments a
(1pu)3(1pg)1→(3sg)1(1pg)1→(2su)1(1pg)1. Here we
underline the moving hole@also see Fig. 2~a!# and show only
those electronic occupations differing from the singlet st
X 1Sg

1 . The metastable stateA 3Su
1 decays radiatively, with

a lifetime of @14# tA→X'1 s, to the ground stateX 1Sg
1 .

Radiative transitions between the ground vibrational state
theC 3Pu , B 3Pg , andA 3Su

1 manifolds have the frequen
cies @14# nCB'29670 cm21 and nBA'9557 cm21. The
transition times aretCB'72.5 ns andtBA'15.2 ms. Using
the expression for the EinsteinA coefficient@11#, we obtain
that the related dipole matrix elements aremCB'4.31
310230 C m ~Coulomb meter! andmBA'1.63310230 C m.
The transition timetCB necessitates the use of a pulse who
duration is of the order of a few ns. At these durations, ad
baticity can be maintained by Rabi frequencies ofVCB
'VBA'1010 s21, i.e., fields ofECB'2.3 kV/cm andEBA
'6.3 kV/cm.

IV. COUPLED ELECTRON-HOLE STIRAP’S

An interesting situation arises when electron and h
STIRAP’s coexistandcompetewith each other. This can be
realized in a model composed of four orbitalsu i &1< i<4, of
which only two are always populated, shown in Fig. 2~a!. An
electron ~hole! STIRAP transfers an electron~hole! from
state u2& (u3&) through stateu3& (u2&) to stateu4& (u1&),
shown by the solid~dashed! arrows. For example, in N2, we
can assign orbitalsu1& and u2& to orbitals 2su and 3sg ,
respectively, while orbitalsu3& and u4& correspond to the
orbitals 1pu and 1pg , respectively. In the considered ST
RAP transitions, orbitals 2su , 3sg , and 1pu have one or
two electrons, and orbital 1pg has three or four electrons
Hole states are attributed to the lower occupation numbe
each respective orbital. In this notation, the two-electr
statesu i j &, 1< i , j <4, correspond to the configurations
N2 @13#: A 3Su

15u12&, B 3Pg5u13&, C 3Pu5u23&, and
C8 3Pu5u14&. Thus, in an electron STIRAP, moving a
electron between the orbitals (3sg)2→(1pu)4→(1pg)2

corresponds to transitionsA 3Su
1→B 3Pg→C8 3Pu .

In Fig. 2~b!, electron~hole! STIRAP transitions between
the two-electron statesu i j & are shown by the left~right! full
~broken! arrows. Boldface vertical arrows indicate delay
transitions common to the two STIRAP’s. We might expe
that additional radiative transitions are possible, sho
above the horizontal thin dashed line, to the levelu24& e-h
symmetric with respect to statesu13& and u34& e-h symmet-
ric with stateu12&. Since, electronic interactions detune t
energy terms in different amounts, these transitions could

o-
4-2
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COMPETITION BETWEEN ELECTRON AND HOLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 023414
achieved by separate excitations (V̄ i j ) of a time ordering as
in the lower part of the scheme (V i j ). The augmented
scheme would also work if we substitute statesu24& andu34&
with electronic statesu13& andu12&, with nonzero rovibronic
occupation@14#.

A. Description of the electron-hole STIRAP

We now come to the main point of our study, namely, t
competition between the coexisting electron and ho
STIRAP’s. We describe this augmented six-lev
scheme by a wave function expanded asuC&
5( i , j <6Ci j (t) e2 i (v i1v j )tu i j &, where resonant condition
are considered for simplicity. This wave function which d
pends on a column vector with six entries,

C~ t !5~C12,C13,C14,C23,C24,C34!
T, ~8!

is a solution of the Schro¨dinger equation~5!, for which the
effective Hamiltonian is given as,

H~ t !53
0 V23* 0 0 0 0

V23 0 V34* V12* 0 0

0 V34 0 0 V̄12* 0

0 V12 0 0 V̄34* 0

0 0 V̄12 V̄34 0 V̄23*

0 0 0 0 V̄23 0

4 . ~9!

Here the time dependence of the Rabi frequenciesV i j (t)
5uV i j (t)u eif i j has been suppressed.

The analysis can be simplified if the Rabi frequenc
satisfy the conditionV i j (t)5V̄ i j (t). In that case, the six
adiabatic eigenvalues of the HamiltonianH(t) are

l1,250,

l3,456@~ uV12u2uV34u!21uV23u2#1/2,
~10!

l5,656@~ uV12u1uV34u!21uV23u2#1/2.

Since the eigenvaluel50 is doubly degenerate, the Hilbe
subspace of dark states is spanned bytwo linearly indepen-
dent vectors

uA&5V12* u12&2V23u23&1V34e2if23u34&,
~11!

uB&5V34* u12&2V23u14&1V12e2if23u34&.

In the absence of the third pulseV23(t), the dark space is
spanned by statesu12& and u34&. We will show that, when
this pulse is switched on, the initially populated stateu12&
evolves, and ends inone of the statesu23& (uA&) or u14&
(uB&). This bifurcation processis controlled by the presenc
of nonadiabatic coupling, which always effects the da
states due to their degeneracy. In addition, the evolutio
adiabatic if the time dependence of the relative change of
pulse envelopes is slow compared to the Rabi periods 1V i j
and 1/(uV12u2uV34u). The last criterion inevitably break
02341
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down if the ratior 5uV12/V34u approaches the valuer 51,
where the system manifests an internal instability.

B. Numerical results

In Fig. 3 we present the time-dependent populationspi j
5ucij u2, calculated for Gaussian pulsesV12(t)5Vmaxexp
(2t2/t2), V34(t)5V12(t)/r , and V23(t)5Vmaxexp@2(t
2t0)

2/t2#. HereVmax denotes the peak Rabi frequency,t is
the pulse length, andt0 is the delay between the pulses. Th
settingsr 51.25, t052t, andVmax550/t of Fig. 3 cause the
population in stateu12& to switch to that of stateu23& at the
end of the process, with statesu14& andu34& being populated
only briefly. The small population oscillations shown in Fi
3 reflect the effect of nonadiabaticity close to the critic
value r 51. The negligible populations of statesu13& and
u24& are not displayed.

In Fig. 4 we show final populations in the dark states a

FIG. 3. Time-dependent populations of the two-electron sta
u i j &. The population in stateu12& is switched to stateu23&, while
statesu14& and u34& are populated only transiently.

FIG. 4. Final populations of statesu14& ~solid line! and u23&
~dashed line! as functions of the parameterr; other parameters are
as in Fig. 3. The switching behavior aroundr'1 changes to a
splitting behavior~thin lines! in a reduced four-level system.
4-3
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function of r for the full six-level system~thick lines!, and a
reduced four-level system~thin lines!, discussed below. The
full system exhibits a bifurcating behavior leading to sta
u14& or u23&, sharply dependent on the ratior. If r .1, a hole
STIRAP dominates, and the hole in levelu3& is transported
to level u1&, thus populating stateu23&. If r ,1, an electron
STIRAP prevails; the electron initially in levelu2& is trans-
ferred to levelu4&, and we end in stateu14&. The control over
the final state takes place close tor'1. The width of this
region is determined by nonadiabatic coupling of the d
and nondark states. In this region, the system partly esc
from the dark subspace, and the sum of the final popula
in statesu14& and u23& is lower than 1.

Our simulations show, that the bifurcation behavior d
played above is maintained even if the Rabi frequencies
different,V i j (t)ÞV̄ i j (t), as long as they are of comparab
magnitude. In this case, control over the choice between
final stateu14& or u23& is achieved by altering the relativ
coupling strengthsuV12/V̄34u, uV34/V̄12u. This competition
can be represented by the ratioR5uV12V̄12/V34V̄34u1/2,
which in the degenerate case becomesR5r .

C. Discussion of the bifurcation behavior

To understand the bifurcation behavior, we transform
Schrödinger equation into the eigenstate basis@15#

FIG. 5. Populations of the two-electron statesu i j & in the ~top!
exact and~bottom! dark-state description. Parameters are as in F
3, with r 51.05. We can see that the bifurcating behavior is p
served in the dark-state approximation.
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V̇~ t !52 i W~ t ! V~ t !, ~12!

where the new state vector isV(t)5U(t) C(t). The matrix
U(t) of eigenvectors diagonalizes Hamiltonian~9!, and gen-
erates the coupling matrix

W~ t ![U21~ t ! H~ t ! U~ t !1 i U̇21~ t ! U~ t !. ~13!

Using statesuA& and uB& in Eq. ~11!, we can form new dark
statesuA&6r uB&, one of which is coupled to the initially
populatedu12& state. Then the matrixU(t), with columns of
eigenvectors ordered as in Eq.~10!, and the new dark state
uA&6r uB&, has the analytic form

U53
2 V12 0 2V23 2V23 V23 V23

0 0 O2 2O2 2O1 O1

2V23r V23r DV2 DV2 DV1 DV1

2V23 2V23 2DV2 2DV2 DV1 DV1

0 0 2O2 O2 2O1 O1

V34f
1 V34f

2 V23 V23 V23 V23

4 ,

~14!

where

O65A~DV6!21V23
2 , DV65V126V34,

f 65~16r 2!.

The coupling matrixW(t) can be obtained numerically from
Eqs.~13! and ~14!.

To investigate the bifurcating control, we limit the solu
tion of Eq. ~12! to the two-dimensional dark subspace. Th
can be accomplished by decoupling eigenvectors 3–6 f
the dark states by settingWi j (t)[0 (i , j .2). In Fig. 5 we
show populations of the statesu i j & in the exact~top! and
dark-state~bottom! descriptions. The parameters are as
Fig. 3, but we user 51.05, close to the critical valuer 51.
The exact solution oscillates due to nonadiabatic dynam

.
-

FIG. 6. Time-dependent behavior of the coefficients Im(Wi j )
( i , j 51,2). The curves for Im(Wii ) are magnified five times. The
Im(W12) term dominates, and changes sign from negative to p
tive asr→1/r .
4-4
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and only partly populates the final stateu23&. The dark-state
solution is smooth, andpreservesthe bifurcating control in
such a way, that fully populated final statesu12& and u23&
interchange exactly atr 51. If we only decouple eigenvec
tors 5 and 6 in Eq.~12!, which have reasonably large eige
values even close tor 51, then the system basically follow
the exact solution of Fig. 5~top!.

The reasons for the extensive control over the bifurcat
process lies in the structure of thise-h symmetric system
with six levels. The structure determines the coefficie
Wi j , coupling the two dark states, shown in Fig. 6. TheW12
term dominatesand changes signas r 51.05→1/r , and in
this way affects which final state is populated. We can red
the system to a four-level model~studied in Refs.@15,16#!,
by decoupling levelsu34& and u24& in Fig. 2~b!; decoupling
just stateu34& gives a five-level system with one dark sta
@16#. In the four-level case, with two dark states, the solut
givessplit populationsp1451/(11r 2) andp235r 2/(11r 2),
shown by thin lines in Fig. 4. In this simplified situation, th
W12 term neither has such a dominant behavior nor doe
change sign. It is even possible to find a dark-state ve
uD&5(uV12u21uV34u2)u12&2V12 V23u23&2V34 V23u14&
followed by this four-level system in the two-dimension
dark space, which doesnot show any sharp bifurcation be
havior.
ys
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V. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the electron-hole symmetry in S
RAP’s, leading to separate electron and hole excitation
gimes. The regimes could realize transfers of electr
~holes! to high- ~low-! energy orbitals. In a practical ex
ample, we have shown that a hole can be efficiently tra
ferred into deep orbitals of a N2 molecule. We have demon
strated that competition between electron and hole STIRA
can lead to a new way of controlling bifurcating processes
molecular systems. We have found that other models w
competition of several STIRAP’s also lead to bifurcating b
haviors.
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